
APC ACTIVITIES 

Next Meeting   September 21,  2015   7:00 PM 

Board Meeting   10:00 AM  Terrace   Restaurant  

    October 5, 2015           Sun Room  

     December 7,2015      Club Room 

PhotoShow 

     Sept. 21, 2015      Old Barnes and Houses 

     Nov.  16, 2015      Patterns in Nature 

      Jan.  18,  2016    Cityscapes/Architecture 

     Mar    21 2016      Night Photography 

     May   16  2016     Animals/ Birds /Pets 

     July  18   2016     Same Scene 

     Sept.  9  2016        Flowers-no Macro 

     Nov.  21, 2016      Fall Leaves  

Programs 

  October 19, 2015       Lane Watson/India Cane 

   December  21, 2015   Christmas Party 

   February  15, 2016      TBD 

Field Trips 

  Sept  12, 2015       N.C. Transportation Mus.  

   Oct. 24, 2015       Yates Mills , Raleigh 

Workshops 

   None Scheduled 
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Newsletter  
 

September 2015  

Comments by --- President--- David Long 

My comments this month were a little harder to 
come by and I was wondering why?  Why am I 
struggling some to convey my excitement of pho-
tography and the things going on with our club?  
Then it dawned on me, I missed our last meeting 
due to work.  I believe this is the first meeting I 
have missed since becoming a member.  I missed 
seeing you and talking with you and hearing from 
our presenter.  These meeting do a lot for me to 
energize my excitement of photography and even 
though I did not have a choice on attending I feel 
like I missed something exciting.  I hope that they 
bring this type of excitement to you also and when 
we miss these meeting we really do miss out.  I 
want to thank John Reich and Leonard Barnard that 
stepped up and filled in for me to give you another 
great show.   

Speaking about stepping up, I want to welcome 
Sandra Whitesell to the team as co-chair of Exhib-
its.  Sandra brings a lot of energy to this position 
and I thank her being willing to join that commit-
tee.  How about you, can I mention you in next 
month’s comments for stepping up and being will-
ing to join a committee or board position?  I know 
you are out there.  I see you thinking about it.  I 
know you are wondering IF you can do it or not.  
Let me assure you that you can.  Everyone on the 
committees are willing to help up ramp up into 
whatever position you are willing to Step Up for.  
So take that first step and volunteer to be a part of 
the team even before being asked.  That is excite-
ment for the club and photography.  

 

Now is a good time to start planning where to go and take pictures of the fall leaves.  I see that around the 
1st of October is when they start to change.  Of course, there are many factors that dictate the Best Time so 
start you planning now. 

There are a lot of exciting things coming up over the next few months.  Be sure to read through the newslet-
ter to see all of the upcoming things in store for our club and I will see you on September 21 for our next 
PhotoShow “Old Barns and Houses” 

Have a safe and wonderful September! 

David Long President, APC 



 

Out & About Outings  for 2015 
Anne Molnar - Chair 

     September 12, 2015 
An outing is planned to the North Carolina Transportation Museum in Spencer. The museum features 57 acres 
with 13 buildings. There are exhibits of early transportation as well as a 25 min train ride with a narrated tour 
of the grounds. An entrance fee is charged for the museum and an additional fee for the train ride. The museum 
opens at 9 a.m. The train rides begin at 11 a.m. Please check their website for further information.  

http://www.nctrans.org/. 

Carpooling is an option and for those who would like to have a meal together before heading back home, Em-
ma’s of Salisbury looks like an interesting place for us to have lunch. www.emmasofsalisbury.com. There will 
be a sign up sheet at the August APC meeting for those interested in going to the museum. If you would like to 
go on the outing & unable to attend a meeting, please contact me at annemmolnar@yahoo.com.  

          October 24, 2015 
Historic Yates Mill County Park is located in Raleigh. Yates Mill is 574-acre park and wildlife refuge. The 
centerpiece of the park is a fully restored, circa-1756 gristmill. The mill is listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places and is the only restored, operational automatic mill in North Carolina. In addition to the mill, 
there are walking trails, waterfowl, & other wildlife on the 20-acre pond. Their website is  

http://www.yatesmill.org// 

Mid to late afternoon tends to be the time for better photo lighting opportunities at the park. The park is approx-
imately 1 hour from Burlington. Our departure time for the outing is 2pm. Carpooling is an option. There will 
be a sign up sheet at the September APC meeting. If you would like to go on the outing & unable to attend a 
meeting, or have questions please contact me at annemmolnar@yahoo.com. 

Please send Len Barnard  5-10 images of each outing to lencarole@triad.rr.com .  These images will be 
part of  the Christmas Program .       Thanks! 

Camera   Action     Fall Colors   Shoot 

Western Carolina University biology professor  Kathy Mathews  said she believes this fall  

could be  one of the best leaf colors seasons in the past 10 years  she has been  keeping  

tabs on the fall foliage. 

http://www.nctrans.org/
http://www.emmasofsalisbury.com
mailto:annemmolnar@yahoo.com
http://www.yatesmill.org/
mailto:annemmolnar@yahoo.com
mailto:lencarole@triad.rr.com


Nominating       Electing        Appointing 
Nominating Chair ---Len Barnard   

 

By the time you read this I hope we have had an APC member to step up and agree to become a candidate 
for 1 of the 4 positions that  will be voted on at our November meeting.  The only requirement is that you 
have an interest in photography! Granted everyone is hesitant to step up if they are new to the club but 

that is not a problem— from my personal experience. “After I joined my first photography 
club a friend asked me to be his Co-Chair on the Field Trip Committee. I said yes and 
by field trip I mean planning and organizing 3 night trips for 10-20 members including 
dinners. That was the start of several years  holding  almost all positions in that club.  
What I am saying, if this is your 1st day as a member or 3rd year , please consider saying yes if the Nomi-
nating Chair asks you to be an officer.  In fact do not wait to be asked, tell David you would like to be more 
involved with the APC.   From me I will make you this promise “I will support you and assist you in every 
possible way “.  The years as being active in a Photography Club have been some of my most enjoyable!   

 

PHOTOSHOW TOPICS FOR 2016 

Herbert House– Chair 

Mark the following dates for our 2016 PhotoShows. In 2016, there will be NO time limit for photos sub-

mitted except as noted below. We encourage everyone to get out and take new photographs to the 

extent possible.  We will continue to permit 3 submissions per member until we start getting too many 

for a 1hr PhotoShow. We will then ask you to designate 1 (one) photo to leave out if we have too many 

for our guest to easily critique within an hour.  

January 18, 2016: Cityscapes/Architecture (at least 1 photo WITH a person or people included) 

March 21, 2016: Night Photography (must be taken within the past 12 months from the March pho-

toShow date. 

May 16, 2016: Animals &/or Birds (pets are included, but NOT insects, amphibians or reptiles!)  

July 18, 2016: Please choose only ONE of the two (2) options listed for this PhotoShow. A. 3 photos 

using the same primary scene and focal point, but taken under different conditions (lighting, weather, 

slightly different aspect, etc.), OR B. 3 Different Photos without moving from the same spot. 

ALL photographs MUST BE Taken within 3 months of the PhotoShow date. 

 September 19, 2016: Flowers: at least 1 of 3 MUST NOT BE macro (landscape)  

November 21, 2016: Fall Leaves  



2015 Our Christmas Program 

From what I hear, we truly do have some world travel travelers.  I know we have members 
traveling to South America and Western United State and each member would enjoy seeing 
their images in our Christmas show. At the request of John Reich, Program Chair, I will be do-
ing a slide show of member’s vacations and field trip images for our Christmas Programs. 
Send me your best photos for each of your vacations and from your field trips. I will be glad 
to receive your images at any time, but please do not wait to last minute as I will need time 
to prepare the slide show and add music.  : 

PhotoShow Information for September 
Herbert House, PhotoShow Chair 

 
The September PhotoShow topic will be “Old Barns and House”. The person critiquing our photos will be 
Pam Watts.  
 
Pam began her watercolor painting career in Cincinnati, but now calls North Carolina her 
home. She and her husband live in Alamance County, where she is a member of the Ala-
mance Arts Council and has served as a past president and on the Board of Directors of the 
Alamance Artisans Guild.  She is also a member of the North Carolina Watercolor Society. 
 
Pam's studio is located in southern Alamance County where she paints and displays her art 
gallery.   She teaches weekly watercolor classes at Hobby Lobby in Alamance Cross-
ing.  She accepts commission work for homes and offices. 
 

Photographs Guidelines 
 
Each photograph should be NO MORE THAN 2 years old. Please follow the format indicated below. Let me 
know ahead if you are having issues or need assistance with reformatting your photographs. Please submit 
your photographs by: 9AM on Monday, September 14, 2015. 
To facilitate identification of entries in the download folder, PLEASE PUT THE  MONTH and YOUR  
INITIALS in the SUBJECT LINE of your email (Example: March HWH) 
 
THREE (3) entries per member 
File format: jpeg and color sRGB  
Name your image: first name_last name_# _meeting date. Example: Ann_Jones_1_09-21-15  
Dimensions: Longest side should be a maximum of 1024 pixels 
Resolution: 300 pixels/inch 
Entry deadline: 9AM on Monday, September 14, 2015.  
Email Photographs and questions to: apcphotoshow@gmail.com  
The SUBJECT LINE of your email should include: PhotoShow month & your initials.  
Example: March HWH 
 

mailto:apcphotoshow@gmail.com


2016 APC Exhibit 

Len  Barnard— Exhibit Chair 

Janaury 5  thru February 27, 2016   

Point OF View Gallery 

Drop off date-----    TBD 

Dates of Exhibit would be January 5, 2016 until February 27, 2016  

Opening reception ---Thursday,  January  14, 2016 , 6 to 9PM  

Salon  -- Thursday, February 11, 2016 (Need 3-6 APC members to Vol. )(This will be a round table type 
discussion on Photography)  

Pickup Date-----       TBD 

Max. number of photos per member---  2 (Space is somewhat limited) 

Commission    --- Artist 70%,  Gallery 30%  

Size--- Max. 18”  X  24”  (I would say this would include the frame. I will try to verify) 

I will need a short Bio from a few members – More details later 

John Reich has an outstanding program planned for October 19, 2015 to give guidance in preparing your im-
ages for exhibit. Following this program and depending upon the number of requests that we receive,  we 
may schedule a Matting and Framing Workshop or we may  give a one on one workshop session.  Having 
your photos matted and framed via local store can be expensive. 

 

 



                     Projected Image Quality 
                             Len Barnard, Twin Lakes APC Representative 

 
Over  the past 3 plus years, this is the 1st article I have written for the APC Newsletter as the “Twin Lakes APC 
Representative”.   But first just who/what is a “Twin Lakes APC Representative”. There are 2 requirements—
first  you must be a member of the APC and secondly a resident of Twin Lakes.   Now to why am I writing this 
article?  
 

At our August 17th meeting I became concerned about the quality of the projected images. This is not a new 
concern but one I that felt had changed from prior months.   
 
I met with the TL administrator on my concern about sharpness/clarity of the images at our Monday ,  Au-
gust 17th program. We found three problems. First the fact that the lights were not turned all the way off, 
the image did not show as it should have on the screen. I am recommending APC buy a table light that the 
critiquer/presenter can use. Secondly, while using images from the July PhotoShow I discovered that some 
of those images were not sharp as sent to Herbert.  Third, the projector was not adjusted correctly. While I 
was there, at TL , we adjusted the projector Terri Barker and I saw a great improvement. Not perfect but a 
great improvement. I do not know when or how the projector got out of adjustment but we  do not have 
access to this option. (There were 3 of us offering our opinion and I think all came away agreeing the pro-
jected image the quality was improved.)  
  

However, while adjusting the projector,  as I mentioned above I discovered that there numerous photos sent 
to Herbert House for PhotoShow that were not sharp! I am not going to single any one out but please go 
back to the image that you sent to Herbert for our July PhotoShow and do the following. Since most people 
appear to use Picasa, I will give guidance in using Picasa to check sharpness. 

1. In Picasa find your desired image 

2. Double click that image to enlarge in Picasa’s edit mode. 

3. Find slider in lower right hand corner and enlarge image to the maximum size.  

4. If your Image is not sharp, do not use! 

 

For myself, I like to use Windows Photo Viewer so I can  easily enlarge  image to verify sharpness.  Please 
refer to my article in the August Newsletter on organizing your images for additional information.  

  

Hopefully, in the near future we will be able to have a workshop on Depth of 

Field for you.  Meanwhile please study the two attached tutorial  text  ver-

sions  on Depth of Field.     

 



Depth of Field  Guide 

 As referenced in the  prior article “Projected Image Quality “ in page 6 , sharpness was identified as a prob-

lem for all photographers. Therefore we are offering 2 different Depth of Field  tutorials. The first is a guide I 

hope you will print out for a in hands guide as you take your photos. The second tutorial is for your infor-

mation to study and become knowledgeable about.    

 

 



This Tutorial is offered as part of our Photography 
learning curve. It is not an easy subject but one that is 
critical to you to insure quality images.      

 
Depth of field refers to the range of distance that appears acceptably sharp. It varies depending on camera 
type, aperture and focusing distance, although print size and viewing distance can also influence our percep-
tion of depth of field. This tutorial is designed to give a better intuitive and technical understanding for pho-
tography, and provides a depth of field calculator to show how it varies with your camera settings. 
 

 
 
The depth of field does not abruptly change from sharp to unsharp, but instead occurs as a gradual transition. 
In fact, everything immediately in front of or in back of the focusing distance begins to lose sharpness — 
even if this is not perceived by our eyes or by the resolution of the camera. 

CIRCLE OF CONFUSION 

 

Depth Of Field Tutorial  

Since there is no critical point of transition, a more rigorous term called the "circle of confusion" is used 
to define how much a point needs to be blurred in order to be perceived as unsharp. When the circle of 
confusion becomes perceptible to our eyes, this region is said to be outside the depth of field and thus no 
longer "acceptably sharp." The circle of confusion above has been exaggerated for clarity; in reality this 
would be only a tiny fraction of the camera sensor's area. 

http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/dof-calculator.htm


  
 

 
When does the circle of confusion become perceptible to our eyes? An acceptably sharp circle of confusion 
is loosely defined as one which would go unnoticed when enlarged to a standard 8x10 inch print, and ob-
served from a standard viewing distance of about 1 foot. 

 
At this viewing distance and print size, camera manufacturers assume a circle of confusion is negligible if no 
larger than 0.01 inches (when enlarged). As a result, camera manufacturers use the 0.01 inch standard when 
providing lens depth of field markers (shown below for f/22 on a 50mm lens). In reality, a person with 20/20 
vision or better can distinguish features 1/3 this size, and so the circle of confusion has to be even smaller 
than this to achieve acceptable sharpness throughout. 
A different maximum circle of confusion also applies for each print size and viewing distance combination. 
In the earlier example of blurred dots, the circle of John Kinney confusion is actually smaller than the resolu-
tion of your screen for the two dots on either side of the focal point, and so these are considered within the 
depth of field. Alternatively, the depth of field can be based on when the circle of confusion becomes larger 
than the size of your digital camera's pixels. 
Note that depth of field only sets a maximum value for the circle of confusion, and does not describe what 
happens to regions once they become out of focus. These regions are also called "bokeh," from Japanese 
(pronounced bo-ké). Two images with identical depth of field may have significantly different bokeh, as this 
depends on the shape of the lens diaphragm. In reality, the circle of confusion is usually not actually a circle, 
but is only approximated as such when it is very small. When it becomes large, most lenses will render it as a 
polygonal shape with 5-8 sides. 

CONTROLLING DEPTH OF FIELD 

Although print size and viewing distance influence how large the circle of confusion appears to our eyes, 
aperture and focusing distance distance are the two main factors that determine how big the circle of confu-
sion will be on your camera's sensor. Larger apertures (smaller F-stop number) and closer focusing distances 
produce a shallower depth of field. The following test maintains the same focus distance, but changes the ap-
erture setting: 

 

f 5.6 
f 2.8 



CLARIFICATION: FOCAL LENGTH AND DEPTH OF FIELD 
Note that focal length has not been listed as influencing depth of field, contrary to popular belief. Even though 
telephoto lenses appear to create a much shallower depth of field, this is mainly because they are often used to 
magnify the subject when one is unable to get closer. If the subject occupies the same fraction of the image 
(constant magnification) for both a telephoto and a wide angle lens, the total depth of field is virtually* con-
stant with focal length! This would of course require you to either get much closer with a wide angle lens or 
much further with a telephoto lens, as demonstrated in the following chart: 

 

Focal Length (mm) Focus Distance (m) Depth of Field (m) 

10 0.5 0.482 

20 1.0 0.421 

50 2.5 0.406 

100 5.0 0.404 

200 10 0.404 

400 20 0.404 

Note: Depth of field calculations are at f/4.0 on a camera with a 1.6X crop factor, 
using a circle of confusion of 0.0206 mm. 
Note how there is indeed a subtle change for the smallest focal lengths. This is a real effect, but is negligi-
ble compared to both aperture and focusing distance. Even though the total depth of field is virtually con-
stant, the fraction of the depth of field which is in front of and behind the focus distance does change with 
focal length, as demonstrated below: 
Focal Length(mm)  Rear     Front 
10     70.2%    29.8% 
20    60.1%     39.9% 
50    54.0 %    46.0% 
100    52.0%    48.0% 
200    51.0%    49.0 % 
400    50.5%    49.5% 
 

This exposes a limitation of the traditional DoF concept: it only accounts for the total DoF and not its distri-
bution around the focal plane, even though both may contribute to the perception of sharpness. Note how a 
wide angle lens provides a more gradually fading DoF behind the focal plane than in front, which is im-
portant for traditional landscape photographs. 
Longer focal lengths may also appear to have a shallower depth of field because they enlarge the back-
ground relative to the foreground (due to their narrower angle of view). This can make an out of focus 
background look even more out of focus because its blur has become enlarged. However, this is another 
concept entirely, since depth of field only describes the sharp region of a photo — not the blurred regions. 
On the other hand, when standing in the same place and focusing on a subject at the same distance, a longer 
focal length lens will have a shallower depth of field (even though the pictures will frame the subject entire-
ly differently). This is more representative of everyday use, but is an effect due to higher magnification, not 
focal length. 
Depth of field also appears shallower for SLR cameras than for compact digital cameras, because SLR 
cameras require a longer focal length to achieve the same field of view (see the tutorial on digital camera 
sensor sizes for more on this topic). 
*Technical Note: We describe depth of field as being virtually constant because there are limiting cases 
where this does not hold true. For focal distances resulting in high magnification, or very near the hyperfo-
cal distance, wide angle lenses may provide a greater DoF than telephoto lenses. On the other hand, at high 
magnification the traditional DoF calculation becomes inaccurate due to another factor: pupil magnifica-
tion. This reduces the DoF advantage for most wide angle lenses, and increases it for telephoto and macro 
lenses. At the other limiting case, near the hyperfocal distance, the increase in DoF arises because the wide 
angle lens has a greater rear DoF, and can thus more easily attain critical sharpness at infinity.  

http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/telephoto-lenses.htm
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/wide-angle-lenses.htm
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/digital-camera-sensor-size.htm
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/digital-camera-sensor-size.htm
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/hyperfocal-distance.htm
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/hyperfocal-distance.htm


CALCULATING DEPTH OF FIELD 
In order to calculate the depth of field, one needs to first decide on an appropriate value for the maximum al-
lowable circle of confusion. This is based on both the camera type (sensor or film size), and on the viewing 
distance / print size combination. Needless to say, knowing what this will be ahead of time often isn't straight-
forward. Try out the depth of field calculator tool to help you find this for your specific situation. 

DEPTH OF FOCUS & APERTURE VISUALIZATION 
Another implication of the circle of confusion is the concept of depth of focus (also called the "focus spread"). 
It differs from depth of field because it describes the distance over which light is focused at the camera's sen-
sor, as opposed to the subject: 

 
Diagram depicting depth of focus versus camera aperture. The purple lines comprising the edge of each shad-
ed region represent the extreme angles at which light could potentially enter the aperture. The interior of the 
purple shaded regions represents all other possible angles. 
The key concept is this: when an object is in focus, light rays originating from that point converge at a point 
on the camera's sensor. If the light rays hit the sensor at slightly different locations (arriving at a disc instead 
of a point), then this object will be rendered as out of focus — and increasingly so depending on how far apart 
the light rays are. 

OTHER NOTES 
Why not just use the smallest aperture (largest number) to achieve the best possible depth of field? Other than 
the fact that this may require prohibitively long shutter speeds without a camera tripod, too small of an aper-
ture softens the image by creating a larger circle of confusion (or "Airy disk") due to an effect called diffrac-
tion — even within the plane of focus. Diffraction quickly becomes more of a limiting factor than depth of 
field as the aperture gets smaller. Despite their extreme depth of field, this is also why "pinhole cameras" have 
limited resolution. 
For macro photography (high magnification), the depth of field is actually influenced by another factor: pu-
pil magnification. This is equal to one for lenses which are internally asymmetric, although for wide angle and 
telephoto lenses this is greater or less than one, respectively. A greater depth of field is achieved (than would 
be ordinarily calculated) for a pupil magnification less than one, whereas the pupil magnification does not 
change the calculation when it is equal to one. The problem is that the pupil magnification is usually not pro-
vided by lens manufacturers, and one can only roughly estimate it visual 
 
 

http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/dof-calculator.htm
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/camera-tripods.htm
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/diffraction-photography.htm
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/diffraction-photography.htm


October 19, 2015 Program 
                “Preparation, Submission of Photography for Gallery Exhibits" 
                  John Reich, VP/Program Chair 
 
 
Lane Watson and India Cain will be presenting the October program at the monthly meeting of 
the APC. The topic will be "Preparation and submission of photography to be displayed at gal-
lery exhibits". 
 
Lane Watson maintains a professional working studio and gallery (The Backroads Studio) in 
Kernersville, NC. His work is represented by a number of local galleries (Fine + Folk Art Gallery in 
Mebane and Point of View Art Gallery in Burlington). Also, some of his work is in several public 
permanent collections at NC Stae Veterinary School in Raleigh, Caswell Country Arts Council and 
the Comprehensive Cancer Center and Emergency Medicine Department at Alamance Regional 
Medical Center. 
 
India Cain (musician and artist) is Gallery Director at Point of View Art Gallery. India's two-
dimensional work has consistently been on exhibit at Duke and UNC area medical facilities, Par-
amount Theater Gallery, Mebane Arts & Recreation Center, May Memorial Library as well as 
other selected galleries, specialty shops & fine craft/fine art events throughout the Triad/
Triangle area.  
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